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Dear All 

Greetings! 

 

“February is for the doers‟‟. You may never 

know what results come of your actions , but if 

you do nothing, there will be no results .The 

month saw the re opening of the Goenkan doors to 

all its students as the campus once again 

reverberated with happy echoes of gleeful 

children . There was a flurry of activities 

conducted by encouraging teachers and willing 

students because it was a showcase of real and not 

From The Principal’s Desk 

virtual talents! The much needed offline workshop on mental impact left an 

indelible impact on  impressionable minds and the entire school machinery oiled 

and geared itself to embrace their shining stars into the ever widening  Goenkan 

sky. 

 

Warm Regards, 

Anupama Chopra  
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Language Matters: It 

Shapes Our Thoughts 
 

The English Language is a strange paradise. 

It’s where fish fly and sparrows swim.  

 

Myriad of activities were conducted under 

„100 Days Reading Campaign‟ to inculcate 

lifelong reading habits amongst the students. 

„Book Recommendation‟ activity motivated 

the students to read books independently, 

develop creativity, critical thinking and the 

ability to express verbally and in writing. 

Writing about various characters enabled 

them to explore, shape and clarify their 

thoughts. In „Literary Calendar‟ activity, the 

students prepared a literary character by 

marking the birth dates of various 

writers/poets and enlisted their work too. 

„Speak Up‟ activity ensured a memorable 

rendezvous between the author and the 

character created by that author. 

 

An Inter House activity- „Laugh Away the 

Blues‟ was organized for classes III to VI 

wherein students created and recited self-

composed limericks on a given topic. 

 

21st February was celebrated as the 

International Mother Language Day which 

is a worldwide annual observance to 

promote awareness of Linguistic diversity 

and cultural diversity while at the same time 

preserving the sanctity of one‟s own mother 

language.  Students were asked to write a 

book review of the book selected by the 

teacher in the language. 
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Science Made Easy 
 

Science never fails to amaze us. The true 

essence of teaching and learning science is to 

make it as much relatable as possible. To make 

it fun for the students, quizzes and experiments 

are conducted throughout the session. Ranging 

from simpler activities to more elaborated 

ones, each grade was given an activity to try 

their hands on. 

  

Cooking without fire, growing sprouts to 

understand germination, experiments to 

understand the properties of air were planned 

for junior classes. Presentation on topics such 

as stars and constellations, working of an 

electric circuit and pin-hole camera, activities 

to show the effect of wind speed on air 

pressure etc. were done by senior students. 

Flip teaching and writing stories to express 

views on Human cloning were included as part 

of integrated teaching for senior students.  

 

An online Inter-House quiz competition was 

also conducted for classes IX-XII in the month 

of February. There were different questions 

pertaining to physics, chemistry, and biology. 

The format of the quiz entailed four rounds 

which were based on audio and visual clues. 

Participating in Science Mastermind was 

another interesting thing for the students to 

learn from.  

A seminar by the science teachers to celebrate 

World Wetland Day was indeed another great 

learning experience for the students. 
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Striving for Relentless 

Optimism 

 
There is no denying the fact that the past two 

years have been extremely challenging for 

everyone. People have experienced 

overwhelming emotions such as stress, 

anxiety, fear, sadness etc. These human 

emotions will continue to be a part of human 

nature. Therefore, continuing with self care 

practices, taking care of our mental health 

and enhancing the ability to cope with life‟s 

ongoing challenges has always been the 

motto of G.D Goenka Public School, East 

Delhi.Keeping the same in mind, Ms. 

Aprajita Dixit, who is an eminent consultant 

Clinical Psychologist was invited on Feb 26, 

2022 for conducting an offline workshop 

session on „Mental Stability‟ with the 

students. The session was conducted in two 

slots, one for classes IX and X and the other 

one for classes XI and XII. 

 

It was heartwarming to see the students 

giving a vent to their long suppressed 

emotions publically without the fear of being 

judged. All the students shared that they felt 

relieved after that heart-to-heart session. 

They made a pact to themselves to practice 

gratitude in their lives. One of the major 

takeaways from the workshop was that life is 

10% of what happens to us and 90% of how 

we respond to it. 
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  Knowledge of Languages is 

the Doorway to Wisdom 

 
Absolutely nothing is so important for a nation‟s 

culture as its languages. Hindi, Sanskrit and 

French languages are a part of the language 

curriculum of GDGPS-ED To invoke  Saraswati, 

the Goddess of Knowledge and Learning, many 

activities were organized across all grades to 

provide an immersive Experiential Learning 

experience to students. „Story and poem 

recitation‟ activity enabled the students to 

enhance their oratory and recitation skills.   

 

Climbing up another step towards cleanliness, a 

project work under „Clean India Campaign‟ was 

assigned to students. They presented informative 

and thoughtful notices and posters on burning 

social issues such as „women empowerment, 

girls‟ education etc.  

 

Nothing feels better than a tale told by 

grandparents. This month was also full of joyful 

reading activities under the CBSE initiated „100 

Days Reading Challenge‟. To revive the culture 

of narrating folktales, each student shared a tale 

told to them by their grandparents and what they 

learnt from it. Celebrating the International 

Mother Language Day, students were propelled 

to read books in their mother language. This not 

only fortified their love for the language but also 

developed their reading skills.  
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Testing Technophiles  

 
“It’s not that we use technology, we live 

technology” 

Various innovation and development took 

place in the field of technology which has 

made a significant impact on our lives in 

different ways. The advancement of 

technology has helped us to become self-

reliant in all spheres of life. To test the 

knowledge of our senior Goenkans , an Inter 

House Technoquiz was conducted across 

grades IX to XII. The quiz altogether had five 

rounds namely- Know-It-All, Guess Me, 

Code-a-thon, Rapid Fire and Face Off. The 

rounds had diversified questions based on the 

general technical abilities, logos, taglines, 

Python coding, AI, Cyber security, emerging 

trends and other IT domains.  

 

The month of February witnessed another 

session under the government‟s banner 

“Cyber Jagrookta”. Under this initiative, 

creative sessions on „Cyber Safety and Cyber 

Security‟ are organised on first Wednesday of 

each month. This month‟s session 

encompassed vivid activities such as Poster 

Making, Slogan Writing and Article Writing 

on „Being a Cyber Ambassador‟ or „My idea 

of safe Cyber world‟. The session served not 

just as a platform to showcase their artistic 

side but also as a platform to learn best 

practices to follow for Cyber Hygiene. The 

submissions by students depicted their 

knowledge and understanding of cyber safety 

and security. 
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Emerging Industrialists  
In this twenty first century when science and 

technology have gained unquestionable 

supremacy, the level of  industrial development 

of a country has become the yardstick to be 

applied to judge its actual development. Keeping 

in pace with this trend, an Inter House 

Competition on India‟s Industrial Growth was 

organised for grades IX to XII. The quiz was 

spread over four rounds based on identifying 

logos, taglines, famous entrepreneurs   along 

with conceptual questions on industrial 

developments in India. The contest had four 

teams comprising of eight members each, to aim 

at maximum participation from students.  

 

 

 

Recapitulating Numbers 
The month of February was full of activities, 

quizzes and worksheets. The concepts were 

recapitulated using hand-on activities and 

practical work. Students explored measuring 

objects with non-standard units, making cubes 

and cuboids on isometric sheets, deriving the 

formula for calculating volume of cone and 

finding curved surface area of frustum of a cone. 

ICT was also incorporated in calculating trends 

by the method of least squares and moving 

averages. 
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Play With Patterns 

 
Play with patterns- An Inter-house Art 

competition was conducted for classes III-V 

in the month of February.  The online 

competition had a big number of participants 

from all grades. The students were instructed 

to draw an outer structure of an Indian 

monument and design it using the patterns of 

zentangle and mandala art. These are designs 

that include non-representative repeating 

patterns. These art forms allow kids to 

express their creativity and enjoy the process 

of making art rather than focusing on the end 

product. The students liked being a part of 

this competition and coming up with unique 

artworks. 

 

A variety of other art activities were also 

conducted for these grades during the month. 

The theme for each activity varied depending 

upon the occasion. As February is the month 

of spring, artworks on Basant Panchami were 

created by the students to capture the beauty 

of this season. Other activities were 

conducted to give exposure to the students 

such as shadow painting, birthday cards, 

paintings with finger impressions, etc. Pen 

sketching and Monochrome paintings were 

some other art forms taught to the students to 

enable them to be able to express themselves 

using these art forms. 
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February Fitness 

 
The month of February welcomed the students 

into school after the long wait was over. The 

pandemic had kept the children away from the 

fields and playgrounds. After the school 

reopened, the abandoned playground was again 

filled with vibrant activities of the children. They 

were seen beaming with energy and engaging in 

several physical activities and exercises.  

 

Moreover, a team of young Goenkans from the 

senior classes represented Zone -1 Basketball 

team for the Inter-Zonal Basketball Competition 

2022 (Delhi School Game State Level 

Competition) at Chhatarsal Stadium, Model 

Town. Another team of senior students was 

selected for the Delhi School Inter-Zonal 

Competition 2022. Several other competitions 

and tournaments kept our young players engaged 

and in high spirit. Daily morning practice 

sessions under the guidance of Mr Bittoo Saini, 

after the schools reopened have helped the 

students a great deal in getting into the right 

frame of mind and body. The rigorous practice, 

focus, and determination have helped our young 

players to prove themselves and secure a place 

among the stars for themselves. The teams are all 

set to make us all proud and win laurels for the 

school. 
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